Foreword
I began writing the Art of Professional Prospecting (AOPP) early
in my sales career. The purpose was to help all Sales Warriors,
including myself, surpass the competition, especially by focusing on
what is the first and often overlooked component of successful territory
management and sales: Daily Net New Prospecting.
Too often, even the best Warriors are led off track by their own
excuses and do not persevere with Daily Net New Prospecting. The
results are often inconsistent monthly production or worse; failure to
achieve the ultimate objective: meeting and exceeding their annual
quota. In other words, having a weak Sales Pipeline strategy.
The AOPP will help you plan, prepare, and execute your strategy
in order to adequately balance the Daily Net New Prospecting, which,
in conjunction with the necessary follow-up calls, is the winning
combination needed to develop more suspects than with the standard
prospect mentality. The AOPP will also educate you on deploying my
Ten By Ten Net New Prospecting Strategy step by step, with very
quick and successful results. It will define the many benefits of
envisioning Suspects vs. Prospects and how to strategize with each in
relation to the expansion of your Pipeline.
Before I further prepare you to go to Daily War in your territory,
let us be certain that we are on the same definition of the Sales
Pipeline. I define the Sales Pipeline as the preferred weapon of choice
used by professional Sales Warriors to manage individual short, midand long- term sales opportunities. This Pipeline must be routinely
reviewed and tested individually or with immediate superiors if you
are part of a team of Sales Warriors. In addition, be aware that your
Pipeline commitment quickly makes its path to the highest levels of
senior management in your organization. Your Pipeline, accompanied
with those of your fellow warriors, plays a major role in how the
entire organization projects and manages revenues, expenses, budgets,
compensation, inventory, hiring of personnel, and the return of
investments back into the organization. This is critical in order to
achieve profitable sustainability in their competitive market arena.
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Your 30 Day Pipeline should contain sufficient amounts of
opportunities that take into consideration possible time delays,
ultimately lifeless or lost sales, as well as those projected for certain
sales success. In other words, Warrior, you are not likely to win every
opportunity every time. Upon review, within thirty days, your
performance should demonstrate the results of Daily Net New
Prospecting and the consistent building of future opportunities,
otherwise known as the 60 and 90 day Pipelines. Depending on the
metrics for success utilized in your particular industry, you will be
well on your way to meet or exceed quota, which will directly affect in
return, your personal success.
Warrior, over my successful sales career I have witnessed the
tragedy of great closers consistently at 75% of quota along side the
glorious average closers who achieve over 100% of quota and
consistently manage to win mightily on the battlefield.
The reason for the difference in their performances is found in
their Pipelines. One is solid while the other is hollow. The end results
are due to the fact that greater success in sales is built primarily from
properly executing a balance of Daily Net New Prospecting with
average closing talent, and not great closing talent combined with
limited Net New Prospecting. Keep in mind, sales representatives are
rarely dismissed because of incompetency. They are most often
dismissed for lack of production. Look around your office. You may
quickly observe that I am correct.

Essential Links for your success!
www.askburt.biz
www.askburt.biz/graph
www.askburt.biz/ten-by-ten
MP3 and CD versions of this book can
be ordered directly from www.askburt.biz.
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